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Abstract: Today composite materials have picked up fame because of their enhanced properties 

over customary materials, similar to low thickness, great wear resistance, great rigidity and great 

surface wrap up. Among composites, Aluminum base metal network composites increases wide 

application in guard and car enterprises due to its novel properties, for example, high particular 

quality, wear resistance, quality to-weight, quality to-cost, and warm Resistance. The astounding 

mechanical properties of these materials and generally low generation cost make them an 

extremely appealing contender for an assortment of uses both from logical and innovative 

perspectives. In this paper, an endeavor has been made to outline and build up a metal network 

composite reasonable for flying machine applications. A thorough writing audit has been led in 

metal lattice outline and testing and by temperance of this information the new network 

configuration has been proposed in this paper. The point required in outlining metal lattice 

composite materials is to consolidate the alluring characteristics of metals and Ceramics. 

Introduce work is centered on the investigation of conduct of Aluminum Cast Alloy (6061) with 

silicon carbide and alumina composite delivered by the mix throwing method. Four 

arrangements of mixes with various rate of fortification are produced in this examination. 

Mechanical properties of proposed composite, for example, malleable test, Hardness Test, 

Impact test are performed and the outcomes. 

Index Words: Metal Matrix Composites; Stir Casting, Aluminum Matrix Reinforcement 

Material, Mechanical properties, Silicon Carbide, Alumina. 

1. Introduction  

Composites have its wide application in 

protection and car ventures in light of its one 

of kind properties, for example, high 

particular quality, wear resistance, quality 

to-weight, and quality to-cost. The 

prerequisite of composite material has 

picking up energy in nowadays because of 

these properties. Aside from barrier and car 

ventures, flying machine businesses likewise 

utilizing composites to a great extent in the 

present days for decreasing the heaviness of 
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the airplane and enhanced quality. To 

apparent this, in present day Aircraft over 

80% of the auxiliary materials are 

discovered made of composites. Different 

sorts of fiber based composites, for example, 

Carbon fiber; Kevlar, Glass Fiber and Metal 

Matrix Composites (MMC) like Aluminum 

and Titanium based composites were 

discovered utilized at display. Fiber based 

composites constitutes a noteworthy part as 

they have preferences of simplicity of 

creation, ease, bounteous accessibility and 

so on. In spite of the fact that Metal Matrix 

Composites have the upsides of higher 

quality, firmness, wear resistance and warm 

resistance over fiber based composites, just 

few inquires about were seen in 

investigating the relevance of MMC to 

flying machine producing ventures. The 

expansion of high quality, high modulus 

recalcitrant particles to a flexible metal grid 

deliver a material whose mechanical 

properties are transitional between the lattice 

amalgam and the fired fortification. 

Aluminum is the most inexhaustible metal in 

the Earth's outside, and the third most 

plentiful component, after oxygen and 

silicon. It makes up around 8% by weight of 

the Earth's strong surface. Because of simple 

accessibility, High quality to weight 

proportion, simple machinability, tough, 

bendable and flexibility Aluminum is the 

most generally utilized non-ferrous metal. 

Aluminum composites are amalgams in 

which aluminum (Al) is the overwhelming 

metal. The common alloying components 

are copper, magnesium, manganese, silicon, 

and zinc. Like all composites, aluminum 

grid composites are not a solitary material 

but rather a group of materials whose 

firmness, thickness and warm and electrical 

properties can be custom fitted. The lattice 

holds the support to frame the coveted shape 

while the fortification enhances the general 

mechanical properties of the grid. At the 

point when outlined appropriately, the new 

joined material displays preferred quality 

over would every individual material. This 

paper means to plan and build up an 

aluminum based MMC to suit for the 

necessities of airplane materials. Toward 

this path, a comprehensive writing audit has 

been embraced to build up a trail model of 

MMC. Accordingly the testing systems 

being required to tentatively affirm the 

different properties are distinguished. 

Toward the end, the conceivable outline of 

another MMC is proposed for manufacture 

and approval. 

2. Literature Review  

Literature survey has been led through 

books and worldwide diaries from different 
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distributions. In light of certain keys like 

MMC creations, Testing strategies, MMC 

properties and Fabrication handle included 

are utilized to do the writing survey. Around 

136 written works are gathered from 

different global diaries as a piece of this 

examination. Diaries articles are gathered 

from the main distributers like Emerald 

Insight, Inderscience, Scopus, Science 

Direct and Taylor and Francis as appeared in 

figure 1. These diaries contain very vital 

information in view of tremendous test 

perceptions. These test comes about are 

taken for the study and examined precisely 

to identify another plausible MMC piece for 

better qualities to be utilized as a part of 

avionics. This isolation of diaries depends 

on the angles like MMC Composition, 

Fabrication Processes, Testing Methods, and 

MMC Properties. 

 

Fig. 1 Literature Sources 

 

Table 1 Literature Segregation 

Numerous analysts have created different 

metal and fortification structures for various 

requirements and properties. The table 2 

gives the syntheses and its fortification 

extents that were seen in this survey. 

 

Table 2 Compositions of MMCs  

As the fortification material needs to bond 

appropriately with the lattice material 

extraordinary care ought to be taken for 

creating a MMC. A portion of the basic 

strategy for manufacturing a MMC that are 

seen from the writing examination are 

recorded beneath 

➢ Liquid state  

➢ fabrication  

➢ Solid state fabrication 

➢ In-Situ fabrication. 
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A. Liquid State Fabrication This technique 

includes joining of scattered stage into liquid 

framework metal taken after by its 

cementing. With a specific end goal to give 

abnormal state of mechanical properties of 

composites great between facial holding 

(wetting) between scattered stage and fluid 

network ought to be acquired. This fluid 

state manufacture of MMC incorporates 

following sorts 

➢ Disintegrated melt deposition 

➢ Pressure less Infiltration 

➢ Pressure Infiltration 

➢ Stir Casting 

B. Solid state fabrication Strong state 

creation is the procedure in which Metal 

Matrix Composites are shaped because of 

holding metal grid and scattered stage 

because of shared dissemination happening 

between them in strong states at hoisted 

temperatures under weight. There are two 

noteworthy sorts of strong state manufacture 

which are as per the following 

➢ Diffusion Bonding 

➢ Powder Metallurgy 

After creation of a MMC it is subjected to 

extensive variety of tests which are to decide 

its physical and mechanical properties of the 

MMC. Normal test sorts received in MMC 

were 

 

➢ Physical Test 

➢ Mechanical Test 

➢ Optical Observation 

➢ Non Destructive Testing 

Based on the analysis of Journal papers 

certain properties for MMC has been 

analyzed. Such properties includes   

➢ Physical 

➢ Mechanical 

➢ Tribological 

The writing overview was done on the 

diaries and each variable impacting the plan 

of a Metal Matrix Composite were 

profoundly broke down and from the 

examined comes about it has been chosen to 

build up an Aluminum 6061 amalgam 

strengthened with fortifications SiC and 

Al2O3 for aeronautical Application 

according to ASTM models. 

3. Proposed Methodology  

The target of this exploration is to research 

the mechanical properties of Al 6061-

SiC/Alumina metal lattice composite with 

expansion of differing rate piece of SiC 

particles and Alumina made by blend 

throwing procedure. The elasticity and 

Toughness, Hardness like mechanical 

properties will likewise be thought about. 

Aluminum 6061 Alloy is softened in a 

cauldron by warming it in a suppress heater 

at 800°C for three to four hours. The silicon 
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carbide particles and Alumina particles are 

preheated at 1000°C and 900°C separately 

for one to three hours to make their surfaces 

oxidized. The heater temperature was first 

raised over the fluid temperature of 

Aluminum close around 750°C to dissolve 

the Al amalgam totally and is then chilled 

off just underneath the fluid to keep the 

slurry in Semi strong state. Programmed 

blending is completed with the assistance of 

outspread penetrating machine for around 10 

minutes at mixing rate of 290 RPM. At this 

stage, the preheated SiC particles and 

Alumina particles are added physically to 

the vortex. In the last blending forms the 

heater temperature was controlled inside 700 

± 10°C. Subsequent to mixing process the 

blend was pour in the other form to get 

sought state of example. Same process was 

utilized for examples with various creations 

of SiC and Alumina. Organizations of tests 

are appeared in Table 3. 

 

Table 3 Composition of Samples 

4. Results and Discussions 

The mechanical properties of the examples 

are learned at testing research facilities'. The 

Charpy affect test, an institutionalized high 

strain-rate is done to decide the measure of 

vitality consumed by the combination amid 

break as appeared in table 4. This retained 

vitality is utilized as measure of a material's 

durability and found that with the expansion 

in SiC and Al2O3 constituent Impact quality 

is increments w.r.t base metal. 

 

Table 4 Results of Impact Test 

Rockwell hardness test has been 

accomplished for hardness estimation. Load 

utilized on Rockwell's hardness analyzer 

was 200 grams at stay time 20 seconds for 

each example. The aftereffect of Rockwell’s 

hardness test is appeared in Table 5. Ductile 

test is directed to survey the mechanical 

conduct of the combination and the 

outcomes are found as appeared in table 6. 
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Table 5 Results of hardness Test 

 

Table 6 Results of Tensile Test  

From the outcomes, it has been noticed that 

when the commitment of SiC and Al2O3 

expands yield quality and extreme quality 

got increments; yet lengthening discovered 

declines. At long last the mechanical 

conduct of the new combination is 

contrasted and base aluminum 6061 

amalgam as appeared in table 7. 

 

Table 7 Results compared with base alloy 

and proposed alloy  

From graphical analysis done on final results 

as shown in figure 2, all the mechanical 

properties of proposed alloy sample D has 

found better than base alloy and remaining 

samples. 

 

Figure 2 Results Analysis 
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5. Conclusion 

Creation of the proposed blend of Metal 

Matrix Composite of Al-SiC-Al2O3 by Stir 

Casting process was pointed in this 

exploration and manufacture was directed. 

Aluminum is picked as base network 

material as it has high quality to weight 

proportion of non-ferrous metals and is 

generally accessible. Likewise it has the 

benefit of simplicity of machine-capacity. 

Alumina is picked as the support material to 

enhance the solidness of MMC to be shaped, 

by diminishment in weight and cost. Testing 

of the proposed MMC was led for its 

mechanical properties and contrasted and 

base amalgam property. 
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